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able to give here is necessarily curtailed. I should, however,
be carrying this restriction too far if I did no more than
describe the anima as a primordial image of woman, and as
consisting essentially of irrational feeling. It would also
be misleading if I represented the animus merely as a
primordial image of man, and as consisting only of ideas.
Both figures represent far-reaching problems, since they are
primordial forms of those especial psychic phenomena which
from ancient times have been called the soul. They are also
the cause of the deep human necessity to speak of souls or
daemons.
Nothing that is autonomic in the psyche is impersonal in the
sense of being factual. The impersonal is a category of
consciousness. From the' voices7 of the mentally diseased and
the spirit-controls of mediums, right up to the visions of the
mystics, all autonomic psychic factors have the character of
personality. Thus the anima and the animus have the
character of personality that one cannot express better than
by the word ' soul'. Here I would guard against a mis-
understanding. The concept of soul that I am now using
is to be compared with the primitive conception, as, for
example, the ba- and ka- soul of the Egyptians, rather than
with the Christian idea of the soul, which is an attempt at an
inclusive philosophical idea of a metaphysical individual
substance. My conception of the soul has nothing to do
with this, since I use it in a merely phenomenological sense.
I am not indulging in any psychological mysticism, but am
simply trying to grasp scientifically the primordial psycho-
logical phenomena which underlie the belief in souls.
Since the complex of facts represented by ' animus' and
* anima' best corresponds to what has been described as soul
in all times and by all peoples, it is scarcely surprising that
the two complexes should beget an unusually mystical
atmosphere whenever we axe intimately involved with their
content. The projection of the anima is immediately accom-
panied by a remarkable historical feeling which Goethe

